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Abstract 

 
The paper aims at providing a formal system, motivated by Dijkstra’s weakest precondition 
logic, for specifying mobile network. The paper shows how mobility can be specified using a 
state and transition based approach, which allows mobile hosts to be treated as nodes in a 
traditional statically structured distributed system. Another goal is to reason formally about the 
possible behaviors of a system consisting of mobile components. The handover procedure serves 
as an illustration for the notation. The contribution of the paper is the development of a style of 
modeling and reasoning about the temporal properties that allows for a straightforward and 
thorough analysis of mobile systems. 
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1   Introduction 
Formal methods are classically considered difficult and time consuming [1]. Despite the fact, 
formal methods have witnessed a growing interest in the area of specification, development, 
and verification of systems. They are increasingly used to increase confidence in the quality, 
reliability and design of systems or part thereof [2]. Hall in his Seven Myths [3] asserted that 
mathematics for specifications should be easy. Lamport [4] has stated that a specification for 
the required system must not only be easy to write and understand, they should also be easy to 
use for verifying the correctness. People find formal specifications difficult to read because of 
the large use of the symbols [5]. The notational difficulties are more in writing specifications, 
due to the need for great attention to detail and correct use of mathematical statements. The 
formal approaches to the design of systems rely on reasoning about properties of the system 
[6]. Thus specifications to support such an approach should provide enough scope for 
reasoning about properties. Hesselink [7] regards Hoare triples [8] as the most adequate way 
to specify the systems. He adds further, one can use Hoare logic to define derivability of 
Hoare triples, but weakest preconditions form a more convenient semantic formalism that is 
sufficiently close to Hoare triples. Moreover, in practice, program verification using the 
inference rules of Hoare logic can be complicated, because intermediate assertions are needed 
between the statements. Therefore, one uses verification rules based on weakest precondition 
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[9, 10]. However, there may exist some situations when wp is not computable. Then we 
provide some additional information in order to use wp in program verification. 

Mobile computing has evolved as a new distributed computing paradigm in recent years. 
It happened due to developments in both hardware and software technology of mobile 
networks where physical devices migrate from one location to another [11]. Mobile systems 
allow the user to access resources only via message passing, hence they are examples of 
distributed system. The mobility poses new challenges [12] to the message passing 
mechanism. Therefore, the formal methods, developed for specification and verification of 
distributed systems, may not prove equally effective in formalizing mobile systems. The usual 
approach to specify such systems is to devise a new language or logic. A new language or 
logic means a new semantics, new proof rules, and new tools. It isn’t a very comforting 
thought that, when faced with a new problem domain, one must redo everything [13]. 
Therefore, the proponents of formal methods either augment the existing ones to make them 
applicable in the mobile scenario or suggest some anchored version of it. It is the case here. 

We inherit useful intuition from the weakest precondition (wp) logic [14, 15, 16], 
developed by Dijkstra, for two reasons. First, the wp-logic [14, 15, 16] is elegant and 
conceptually simple because it uses first order predicate logic, which is very easy to apply 
because its syntax and semantics are well defined. Secondly, through wp-logic one can derive 
cause from effect, that is – precondition from post conditions. Therefore, it is much more 
sound and preferable being goal oriented [17, 18]. However, in some cases when wp is not 
computable, we work with a useful precondition (with respect to a post condition) that is not 
the weakest precondition. For example, in case of loops, we use (i) an invariant that is true 
before and after each iteration and upon termination and (ii) a bound function, to show that 
the loop terminates and also, to give an upper bound on how many iterations can be executed 
before termination occurs. 

Dijkstra developed it originally for the specification of sequential systems. This paper 
presents a formal approach, motivated by wp-logic, for specification of mobile network, 
which is obviously an example of non-sequential system. Although the approach was 
presented first, under the name Split Precondition Logic (SPL) in [19], to verify a distributed 
mutual exclusion algorithm where processes communicate through shared variables in a 
traditional statically structured environment. The question of mobility did not arise there. 
Therefore, in the previous work, it remained unconcluded that the SPL can handle mobility. 
The present article is to demonstrate the power of the SPL in respect of mobility. Hence, we 
propose to extend the proof technology into the realm of mobile network, where processes 
communicate through message passing and also the nodes may change their physical positions 
while communicating. Therefore, the article is not simply, a case study or, about re-presenting 
a known approach; it also aims to demonstrate that the SPL is suitable for both, modeling and 
reasoning about the mobile systems. The present exposition is the result of a careful re-
evaluation of the implications of mobility on the SPL, a model originally intended for 
statically structured distributed systems. Our hope is that the approach used here could be 
applied fruitfully to the systems with a complexity similar to current communication 
protocols. We use the term “approach” to avoid suggesting that we have a well-developed 
methodology. However, the concepts presented here are not introduced casually. The 
handover procedure has been chosen for the illustration. The handover protocol is the example 
of an infinite state mobile system. Our approach could successfully handle it through the 
abstractions of inter-process communication. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give the basic 
elements of the framework. Section 3 contains a brief overview of the handover protocol. In 
section 4, we present the complete specification of the mobility in our framework. Section 5 is 
a discussion about some important concepts related to our specification method. Section 6 
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includes formal verification of the safety and liveness properties. Section 7 presents 
concluding remarks. 
 
2   The Split Precondition Logic (SPL) 
 
Like every formal language, the split precondition logic also has a well-defined syntax and 
semantics. The description of the mathematical model is being given in the following paragraphs. 

A set P.X of states and a set P.R of state transition rules define a process P. On the similar 
lines a set S.P of processes interacting through message transactions define a system S. The 
expression in(P.x) represents that a process P is in state P.x. The initial state of process, which is 
predefined, is denoted by the expression initial(P.x0). The collection of states of all the processes 
belonging to set S.P is termed as state SX of the system S. 

A state transition rule represents the movement of process from one state to other. In order to 
fire any transition rule P.r and eventual establishment of post condition Q, there exists a 
corresponding weakest precondition wp(P.r, Q). We postulate the value of wp for a specific post 
condition Q and for a specific transition P.r. Though the name, weakest precondition, sounds 
similar, but wp, in our case, is different with the wp used by Dijkstra [14, 15, 16]. He used it to 
represent a predicate transformer, i.e., a function that maps any predicate (that expresses a required 
post condition) to another predicate (that expresses the precondition for the statement to terminate 
in a state that satisfies the post condition). The wp, in Dijkstra’s logic, is computed from the 
program text, hence, it represents a precondition which is always weakest. Here, in split 
precondition logic, unlike Dijkstra’s wp-logic, the weakest preconditions are not computed from 
the program text, but rather they provide a new model of the program, which reflects the original 
semantics of the program. Since it depends on atomicity considerations, therefore, it represents a 
precondition that may not always be weakest, in true sense. However, whenever, the precondition 
would be weakest, it would be similar to Dijkstra’s predicate transformer wp. If the system state 
satisfies wp(P.r, Q) then execution of P.r will eventually establish the post condition Q. However, 
this is not guaranteed unless wp(P.r, Q) is true before the execution of P.r. The ‘precondition’ is 
‘weakest’ in this sense only. In our logic, weakest precondition has been splitted into two entities. 
(i) wsp(P.r, Q), termed as weakest self precondition and is related to the process P itself. 
(ii) wcr(P.r, Q), termed as weakest co-operation requirements and includes the co-operation 
requirements from other processes. 
Thus, the total weakest precondition will be given by 
wp(P.r, Q) = wsp(P.r, Q) ∧ wcr(P.r, Q) 
The above expression justifies the appropriateness of the name Split Precondition Logic. 
Since, the co-operation requirements have already been included in the wp in our approach, 
separate proof of co-operation, as required in [20], is not necessary here. Any transition rule 
P.r is described jointly by weakest precondition wp(P.r, Q) and post condition Q. This scheme 
is illustrated in the following example. 
 
Example 
A system S is described by the following informal specification. 
(1) There are two processes P1 and P2 in S. 
(2) A message transfer occurs from P1 to P2 when 
(a) An input command with P1 as source is executed in P2. 
(b) An output command with P2 as destination is executed in P1. 
(3) A process must wait until the other process is ready for message transaction, in other words the 
input and output command must be synchronized. 
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2.1     Formal System Specification 
2.1.1 States of process P1 

 STATE SEMANTICS 
 1. P1 . beo state of P1 before execution of the output command 
 2. P1 . rts state of P1 when it is ready to send a message. This state occurs just after 

the execution of the output command 
 3. P1 . sent state of P1 describing the fact that the message transaction is over 

 
2.1.2 States of process P2 

 STATE SEMANTICS 
 1. P2 . bei state of P2 before execution of the input command 
 2. P2 . rtr state of P2 when it is ready to receive a message . This state occurs just 

after the execution of the input command 
 3. P2 . rec state of P2 describing the fact that the message transaction is over 

With reference to above states we can represent the state transitions between both the processes by 
following figure 1. The dashed line shows the co-operation required from the other process to 
execute the specified transition rule. The same can be specified by the transition rules given below 
the diagram. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.1.3 Transition Rules 
Process P1 ; identified by P1 ; 
States : P1 . beo, P1 . rts, P1 . sent; 
P1 . r1 : : 
wsp(P1 . r1 , in(P1 . rts)) = in(P1 . beo) 
wcr(P1 . r1 , in(P1 . rts)) = true         
end of P1 . r1; 
P1 . r2 : : 
def b = in(P1 . sent)  ∧ in(P2 . rec) 
wsp(P1 . r2 , b) = in(P1 . rts) 

wcr(P1 . r2 , b) = in(P2 . rtr) 
end of P1 . r2; 
end of transition rules; 
Initial state : in(P1 . beo) 
end of process P1. 
Process P2 ; identified by P2 ; 
States : P2 . bei, P2 . rtr, P2 . rec ; 
P2 . r1 : : 
wsp(P2 . r1 , in(P2 . rtr)) = in(P2 . bei) 

P1.beo 

P1.sent 

P1.rts 

P2.rec 

P1.r2

P2.r2

P2.rtr 

P2.r1P1.r1

P2.bei 

Figure 1. The State Transition Diagram 
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wcr(P2 . r1 , in(P2 . rtr)) = true         
end of P2 . r1; 
P2 . r2 : : 
def b = in(P1 . sent)  ∧  in(P2 . rec) 
wsp(P2 . r2 , b) = in(P2 . rtr) 

wcr(P2 . r2 , b) = in(P1 . rts) 
end of P2 . r2; 
end of transition rules. 
Initial state : in(P2 . bei) ; 
end of process P2.

 
The transition rule P1 . r2 causes state transitions for both the processes P1 and P2. Hence, a 
corresponding transition rule, viz . , P2 . r2 is also defined in the process P2. Though message 
transaction can occur between two processes only, we may have to include assertions about the 
states of more than one processes in wcr(P . r , Q). This is necessary when P is allowed to accept a 
message from Pi only when Pj has not invoked a send command. Implementation of such a system 
is possible by using a control structure like pri-alt in occam. 
 
2.2     Non-deterministic State Transition Rule 
A non-deterministic state transition rule P.r may include number of different sub-rules each of 
which requires a definite precondition to be satisfied for its execution. These preconditions will be 
called guards. Execution of a sub-rule will change the state of P as well as the state of one of the 
co-operating processes whose active co-operation is necessary for this execution. State transition 
in the co-operating process will be achieved by simultaneous execution of a state transition rule. If 
the preconditions for more than one sub-rule are satisfied then one of them is selected for 
execution. Selection procedure is non-deterministic and therefore, it is necessary to pass this 
information to the relevant co-operating process to produce the required state transition. The 
weakest precondition for a non-deterministic transition rule P.r is obtained as follows. 

Let there be n number of sub-rules denoted by P.ri : i = 1,…,n. On top of these sub-rules we 
assume a selector procedure, denoted by select, which makes the required non-deterministic 
selection .The post condition space for this procedure should therefore include a number of 
boolean variables denoted by  
si : i = 1,…,m . At each invocation the selector makes one such variable true. If a sub-rule P.ri has 
a post condition Qi then   

si  ⇒ wp(P.ri, Qi) 

Let Bi denotes the required guard for P.ri, then the truth of this condition should ensure the 
selectability of  si, i.e. ,  
Bi ⇒wr(select, si) 
Where, wr(select, si) is the weakest requirement that the procedure select may produce si. Using 
equations for si and Bi the rule P.r is described as follows: 
P.r :: 
Q ≡ ∃ i : Qi ; 
wp(P.r, Q) = (∃ k : Bk) ∧ 

( ∀ i  • Bi ⇒ wr(select, si)) ∧                   

( ∀ j  • sj  ⇒ wp(P.rj, Qj)) ; 
end of  P.r; 
There are following two reasons for using wr in addition to wp here. We have used wp to specify 
the transition rules reflecting some state change(s) in the concerned process(es). The select 
procedure, which has been specified through the weakest requirement wr, does not reflect any state 
change. Rather, it reflects non-deterministic selection within a state transition rule. Secondly, it is a 
finer-grained specification. It gives more convenience to the system implementer. 
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2.3     The Property of a System 
The operational model of a system can be specified by the state transition rules. These rules 
can be specified completely by their weakest precondition, post condition pairs. However, 
only operational specification may not be sufficient to specify the system requirements. In 
order to specify a system completely, along with the state transition rules the system 
properties must also be explicitly specified in a precise and implementation-independent 
manner. Various models allow the specification of the system properties in the form of 
invariants that should be preserved by all operations, pre- and post-conditions for operations 
or other forms of constraints on the system’s behavior. Foe example, in our model, to specify 
a system invariant that must remain true before and after the execution of each state transition 
rule, there must exist a condition Q such that 
∀ i  • ∀ m  •  
{wp(Pi . rm , Qi , m) ⇒ Q} ∧  
(Qi , m  ⇒ Q) 
Similarly for a guarded command we have 
∀ i  • (Bi  ⇒ Q)  ∧   

(Bi  ⇒ wp(P . ri , Qi ))  ∧  (Qi  ⇒ Q) 
 
3   The Handover Protocol 
 
Handover1 is an important integral process of a modern day cellular system. It is the 
mechanism that transfers an ongoing call from one cell to another as a user moves through the 
coverage area of a cellular system. The switching should be performed in a fraction of a 
second and should be, generally, transparent to the two parties. In order to maintain the 
continuity and the quality of a call in progress, properly designed handover procedures are 
critical [21]. 

The decision to initiate the handover can be made by measuring several quantities such 
as signal levels the mobile station (MS) receives from the base stations (BS’s), the distance 
from the BS’s, and the bit error rate to estimate the quality levels of the concerned radio links. 
Signal level measurement is one of the commonly used criteria, especially in microcells where 
it could be the only reliable method available [22, 23]. 

A handover can be requested and/or forced by various points in the network. We can 
mainly distinguish between Mobile Services Switching Center (MSC) initiated handover (a 
network forced handover as a means of traffic load balancing) and mobile initiated/assisted 
handover. The Mobile Assisted Handover Algorithm (MAHO) was proposed, initially, by 
Agrawal and Holtzman [24]. The process is initiated only when the averaged signal strength 
received from the currently active BS drops below a minimum threshold. This situation is 
viewed as an indication that the mobile user is moving out of the initial cell into a neighboring 
cell. This parameter is determined by the network operator depending on the coverage by that 
particular BS. This parameter is a few dBs above a signal threshold for dropping. The 
difference between these two thresholds gives the mobile a chance to search for another BS 
before the call drops. The effective network is planned so that the mobile can find another BS 
whose received signal strength is above the minimum handoff threshold and not just above the 
threshold for dropping. 

Once this need for a handover is detected, the mobile then scans the other BS 
(neighboring cells) and then hands over to another BS only if the signal strength of that BS is 

                                                           
1 The terms “handover” and “handoff” are used interchangeably within the literature. 
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maximum amongst the rest of the base stations and exceeds the current one by h dB. h is the 
hysteresis level meant to avoid the repeated handoffs because of signal strength variations due 
to shadow fading. In a real system, the mobile continuously tracks the signals received from 
the neighboring base stations and sends the information to the BS. The BS keeps a track of 
these signal strengths and maintains a priority list of all the BS’s according to the received 
signal level and uses the list to choose which BS to try for a handover when one is required. 
Similar to [25], the algorithm to decide whether to perform a handover or not is not specified 
in the current proposition. It is considered to be operator dependent. This algorithm is not 
investigated in our work, because our work starts when the decision has been made. 
 
4   Specifying Mobility in the SPL 
 
4.1     The Handover Procedure 
Consider the following simplified handover procedure [26, 27, 28, 29] that involves all the 
steps required in a complete process. Let us have one Mobile Station (MS) and two Base 
Stations (BS), controlled by the same Mobile Switching Center (MSC). Each BS possesses 
one radio channel for communication with the MS. Each BS is linked to the MSC through a 
fixed channel, Assume the transfer of user data in one direction only from the MSC to the MS. 
Suppose that the MS is currently in the range of the first BS, as shown in Figure 2. We say 
that the BS is currently active, and that the other one is passive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assume that the MSC consists of two parts, a Communication Controller (CC) and a 

Handover Controller (HC). The CC performs all communications over the fixed channels. The 
HC stores all unused radio channels (in our case just one) and may at any time tell the CC to 
initiate a handover. Let us take that it does it by transmitting on a private link the identity of 
the channel into which the handover should be made. In reality, the HC would be quite 
complex, containing many unused channels for many BS’s, and it would be equipped to 
determine when and to which BS a handover should be made. Normally, the CC receives user 
data from the fixed network and sends them to the active BS. The BS sends them via the radio 
channel to the MS, which gives them to the user. The HC may eventually find out that the 

HC

out

MS

iBS  

im

îBS

îm

îfif

CC MSCl

inp

Figure 2. Initial Topology 
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handover in needed. It then changes its state from idle (idle) to need handover (need_ho). It 
then sends the information about the new radio channel, which should be used by the MS, to 
the CC via the private link. In this case, the CC sends a handover command (ho_cmd) 
message containing the information about the new channel to the active BS, which sends it to 
the MS via the old radio channel. Upon receipt of the handover command message at the MS, 
there are two possibilities as follows. 
 Ideally, the MS disconnects the old radio channel and establishes a connection with 
the new, currently passive BS by sending a handover access (ho_acc) message via the new 
radio channel to it, and continues the normal communication via the new BS. Upon receipt of 
the ho_acc message, the passive BS sends a handover complete (ho_com) message via the 
fixed link to the MSC and proceeds as active BS. 
 The other possibility is that the MS fails to establish a connection on the new radio 
channel and succeeds to reestablish the connection on the old channel. In this case, it sends a 
handover failure (ho_fail) message to the MSC via the old channel and BS, and resumes 
communication on the old channel as if no handover attempt had been made. After forwarding 
the ho_cmd to the MS, the active BS waits for response from either the MSC or MS. If it 
receives the ho_fail message, it forwards into the MSC via the fixed link and proceeds as 
active BS. 
 If the handover has succeeded, the other BS has become active and the MSC has been 
informed about it by ho_com. Upon receipt of the ho_com, the CC requests the information 
about now unused radio channel from the so far active BS with a release channel (relch) 
message. After its receipt, the BS sends the information to the CC and gets passive. When the 
CC receives the information, it forwards it through the private link to the HC, and, as it must 
have stopped to receive user data when the handover had started, it now resumes the normal 
operation in the mobile network with changed topology. 
 If the handover has failed, the CC gets the ho_fail from the MS via the old BS, and 
sends the information about the same radio channel, into which the handover should have 
been performed, back to HC. It then resumes the normal operation. 
 Whenever the HC requires a handover, it then waits for the CC to send it the 
information about which radio channel is not in use after the handover attempt. We have just 
told about when the CC sends it. Upon obtaining the information, it may require a handover 
into the unused radio channel. 
 Similar to [26, 27, 28, 29], the communication between the components of the procedure 
is assumed synchronous, that is, a process may send a message to another one only if it is ready to 
receive it. The sending and the receiving actions are then executed simultaneously and both 
processes pass to a new state. It is important to introduce synchronous communication, otherwise a 
deadlock could occur. 
 
4.2     Handover in the SPL 
4.2.1 Specification of Mobility 
Now, we formalize the above-described handover procedure using split precondition logic. 
The SPL specifies the complete configuration of the system in terms of its components and its 
interactions. Also, any interaction between components is made explicit. Similar to other 
specification techniques, we also make certain assumptions, which provide framework for 
analysis of the procedure. Several CPUs may be present but memory hardware prevents 
simultaneous access to the same memory location. We also make no assumption about order 
of interleaved execution. Thus, we would be able to use assertional approach that is more 
convenient for formal verification [30]. Although we talk about a model of concurrency, we 
are actually modeling concurrency by a non-deterministic interleaving of atomic operations 
from the various processes. With an appropriate choice of atomic operations, almost any 
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concurrent system can be accurately modeled this way, in the sense that any safety or liveness 
properties proved about the model will be true of the system [31]. For instance, we can allow 
processes that share variables, or forbid it and request that processes send and receive 
messages instead. In both cases, the nature of composition is similar, that is, fair interleaving 
of atomic transitions [32]. 

The handover protocol, being an example of a network of processes that communicate by 
exchanging messages, can be modeled by using a shared variable to represent the 
communication channel between transmitting and receiving processes [26, 27, 28, 29]. With 
this structure it is easy to model a variety of assumptions about message transmission – for 
example, that the process delivers all messages safely or that it may non-deterministically lose 
or modify some of them. However, the similar approach has been used by Minsky et al. in 
[33] where a pair of agents, in heterogeneous distributed system, interact via tuple space to 
exchange messages between them and also by authors of [34] where mobile agents 
communicate with each other by communication space that is an implementation of tuple 
space. The tuple space is a logically shared memory because it provides the appearance of a 
shared memory but does not require an underlying physical shared memory. 

The non-deterministic interleaving in our model of concurrency means that we make no 
assumption about the relative speeds of the processes and each process executes at non-zero 
speed. However, fairness implies that no processor is infinitely faster than another. This 
requirement is met, for example, by an implementation that provides a separate processor to 
execute each active process and fair scheduling of concurrent accesses to shared variables 
[31]. Therefore, we can formalize the handover procedure as a state transition system, 
consisting of following processes and their state transition rules, which will be able to 
include, and therefore manifest, all those execution sequences that could occur when the 
procedure is executed fairly. 

It is assumed that the actions of different processes execute interleaved. We write the 
specification of the simplified handover procedure as composition of 
processes , and ˆ, , ,i iCC HC BS BS MS , representing both controllers, both Base Stations, and 
Mobile Station from the informal description, respectively. A channel (the ‘frequency”) for 
communication between two processes will be represented by a shared variable that can store 
only one message or have an ‘empty’ value. A process may write to a shared variable only if 
the variable is empty. The sending of a message will be represented by writing it to the 
variable with the ‘empty’ value. The receiving a message will be represented by reading the 
value of the variable when it is nonempty. Hence, the list of the shared variables is as follows. 
inp –  represents data input channel of the procedure  
l   –  represents fixed channel for communication between and CC HC  

if   –  represents fixed channel for communication between and  CC iBS

îf   –  represents fixed channel for communication between and  CC îBS

im   –  represents fixed channel for communication between MS and  iBS

îm   –  represents fixed channel for communication between MS and  îBS
out   –  represents fixed channel for delivering data to the user 
We introduce two additional components, environment (  that produces user data on in  and a 

user  that consumes the data on . The channel names subscripted i and represent the 
currently chosen channel and the unused channel to switch into through handover, respectively. 
Similarly, the BS names subscripted i and represent the currently active BS and the passive BS 
that becomes active after the successful handover, respectively. 

)E p

( )U out î

î
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4.2.2 States of the Process E 
 STATE SEMANTICS 
1. . iE active  Process  is active in channel i  E
2. .E passive  Process  is passive E

 
4.2.3 States of the Process P 

 ˆ ˆ( { , , , , , }  and  { , , , , , , )i ii iP HC CC BS BS MS U c inp l f f m m out∈ ∈ ˆi i

c

 STATE SEMANTICS 
1. .P idle  Process  is idle P
2. . _P need ho  Process  has found out that the handover is needed P
3. . _P ho cmd  Process  has handover command massage P
4. . _P ho acc  Process  has handover access message P
5. . _P ho com  Process  has handover complete message P
6. . _P ho fail  Process  has handover failure message P
7. . _P relch c  Process  has release channel c message P
8. . _P free c  Process  has free channel c message P
9. .put _P c  Process  has delivered message on channel c P
10. .P rtr  Process  is ready to receive message P
11. .get _P c  Process  has received message from channel c P
12. .empty _P  Process  has removed message from channel c P

The state transition rules are specified in appendix 1. 
 
5   Discussion on the Approach 
 
The basic approach is well introduced in the above section, but the formal details tend to 
obscure some important concepts. In this section, we attempt to explain these concepts 
without repeating the details of the underlying approach. 
 One may state that it must be possible for communication channel to lose messages. 
However, the specification does not require that the loss of messages be possible, since this 
would prohibit an implementation that guaranteed no messages were lost. The specification 
might require that some state transition may or may not occur despite the loss of messages. It 
does not require that all messages be delivered. Therefore, it need not be part of the actual 
specification [35]. 
 In our approach, the behavior of a concurrent system has been specified as a sequence 
of transitions. One may interpret this situation as ‘loss of concurrency’. However, this is not 
true. Generally, the temporal ordering among the discrete atomic transitions, describing the 
behavior of a system, is assumed a partial order. However, a partial order is equivalent to the 
set of all total orders that are consistent with it. Therefore, the extension, of partial order to a 
total order, converts the behavior of a system to be a sequence of state transitions. Moreover, 
there is no loss of information, since we are concerned with only safety and liveness 
properties. Therefore, concurrency remains in the form of non-determinism, that is, any two 
concurrent transitions are performed in either order. 

From specifications, one should not be able to tell whether an operation is initiated by 
some software (subroutine call) or hardware action (raising a voltage on a wire). It must be 
specified in terms of implementation level concepts like subroutine names and voltages. The 
PUT-GET combination, used for communication between two processes through fixed 
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channel (that is shared variable), may be looked by someone as implementation level 
specification and it must be completely specified at the implementation level. Therefore, one 
may object that specifications are not implementation-independent. We agree that the 
implementer should have complete freedom in implementing the objects and operations that 
describe the internal behavior. Therefore, one must try to make specifications compact, by 
specifying in terms of the internal behavior that can be described with high-level concepts. 
Guttag and Horning [36] recognized the need of presence of two partitions in a specification, 
implementation-independent and implementation-dependent. If a process is executing PUT 
operation on the channel, the other process, which is trying to execute GET operation, on the 
same channel, should wait until the value is placed on the channel, otherwise it may get the 
null value. It is other way also. The process trying to execute PUT operation on the channel 
should wait until the other process has emptied the channel. Waiting is an implementation 
level concept that cannot be expressed in a general way, therefore, it is necessary, in the 
specification, to specify PUT and GET as atomic operations [37]. Also it does not mean that 
the entire PUT and GET operations have to be implemented as single atomic operation. It 
does mean that when the PUT operation is putting information on the channel, there must be 
some instant at which that information becomes visible to the process executing GET 
operation, and similarly some instant at which the GET operation finishes reading the 
information from the channel. If there is not such an instant, then the process executing the 
GET operation may obtain only a part of the information, since execution of the PUT 
operation is yet to finish [4]. Hence, the freedom of implementation is not restricted. 
 
6   Verification of the Handover Protocol 
 
The handover procedure is correct if it satisfies the following properties. 
Safety 
S1: Each data item submitted from the environment (E) must be delivered to the user (U) only 
once. 
S2: There must exist linear precedence relation (represented as di < dj) between the data items 
– that is, if the data item di has been produced, from E at inp, earlier than the data item dj, then 
the relation must hold while delivering them to U. 
Liveness 
L1: Each data item, produced from E to the network, will eventually be delivered to U. 
L2: E must produce data on inp infinitely often. 
 
6.1     Proof 
The handover procedure is a data-independent system – that is, data are not manipulated. 
Hence, the execution of no transition rule is dependent on their values. The data is only 
written to and read from some variables. Therefore, if it can be proved that the handover 
procedure works as perfect buffer; it will suffice for the verification of properties [27, 38, 39]. 
It has been assumed that the communication is synchronous; hence it would be sufficient to 
prove safety properties with just two different data and liveness properties with just one 
datum [39]. 
 

6.1.1 Proof of Safety 
S1: Assume the datum d is transmitted from BSi to MS. In the SPL, this condition would be 
specified as follows. 

( . ) ( .put_ ) ( .get_ ) ( .empty_i i i iin MS rtr in BS m in MS m in BS f∧ ⊃ ∧ )i    (1) 
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In our approach fi and mi are shared variables, being communication channels. Therefore, 
RHS, of the equation 1, would imply following assignment to shared variables. 
RHS  ⊃  mi  :=  d   ∧   fi  :=  0        (2) 
The communication between the components of the procedure has been assumed synchronous; 
it is obvious from the equation 2 that both actions, the writing of the datum d on the variable 
mi and its removal from the variable fi, happened together. Thus, the datum d, having been 
removed from its immediate source fi, can never be assigned again to its immediate 
destination mi. This is analogous to ideal ‘cut’ and ‘paste’ mechanism. Hence the process BSi, 
after transmitting the datum d to the receiver process MS, removes the datum d from fi, the 
channel that had supplied the datum d to it. Therefore, the BSi behaves as buffer between CC 
and MS. Since, the BSi – MS pair was arbitrarily chosen, similar will be the case with any pair 
of processes connected through a direct channel; subsequently, no process will receive any 
datum more than once. Thus, the user would receive no datum, produced by the environment 
at the network, more than once. 
 
S2: Let us assume the contrary. The linear precedence relation di < dj, between the data items, 
produced from E at inp, di and dj, has been violated while delivering them to U. The data item 
dj, produced later from E at inp, has overtaken the data item di, produced earlier from E at inp. 
In order to satisfy this condition, the datum di and dj must have been, at least once, at the same 
point. There are only two possibilities. 
 
S2

1: The datum di and dj must have been, at least once, at the same node, say BSi. In the SPL, 
being data independent approach, the transmission and reception, at BSi, can be specified as 
following transitions. 

( . ) ( .put_ ) ( .get_ ) ( .empty_ )i i i iin BS rtr in CC f in BS f in CC inp∧ ⊃ ∧    (3) 
( .get_ ) ( .empty_ ) ( .put_ ) ( . )i i i i iin BS f in MS m in BS m in MS rtr∧ ⊃ ∧    (4) 

In order to achieve a system state in which the datum di and dj are at BSi, there must exist 
transition A, which contains , as one of the process states, in its precondition and 
post condition both. The SPL specification of such transition will be as follows. 

( .get_iin BS f )i

)i

)i

∧

( , ( .get_ ) .....) ( .get_ ) .....i i i iA wp A in BS f in BS f∃ • ∧ = ∧     (5) 
Looking at the equation 3 and 4, we observe that no such transition exists. However, there 
may be another way to have such transition. There may exist two concurrent transitions A1 
and A2; A1 may contain , as one of the process states, in its post condition and A( .get_iin BS f 2 

may contain , as one of the process states, in its precondition or vice versa. 
Using the equation 3, 4, and 5, the SPL specification will be as follows. 

( .get_iin BS f

1 1( , ( .get_ ) .....) ( . ) .....i i iA wp A in BS f in BS rtr∃ • ∧ = ∧      (6) 

2 2( , ( .put_ ) .....) ( .get_ ) .....i i i iA wp A in BS m in BS f∃ • ∧ = ∧     (7) 
The required weakest precondition, for concurrent execution of transitions A1 and A2, will be 
the following conjunction of weakest preconditions specified in the equation 6 and 7. 

( . ) ( .get_ ) .....i i iin BS rtr in BS f∧        (8) 
The process BSi cannot be in two states together. Therefore, the equation 8 specifies an 
infeasible system state and will be reduced to false. The datum di, dj, and the node BSi were 
arbitrarily chosen. Thus, no two data items can be together at any node. 
S2

2: The datum di and dj must have been, at least once, at the same channel. This is also an 
impossible system state. Since every channel is a shared variable, no variable can assume two 
values, di and dj, together. As the datum di and dj were arbitrarily chosen, no two data items 
could be together at any channel. 
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6.1.2 Proof of Liveness 
L1: L1 will be true always, if an input transition with a datum occurs on inp, then an output 
transition with the datum eventually occurs on out [27, 39]. In our approach, the non-
deterministic transitions have been specified by rules with mutually exclusive guards; hence, 
their fairness condition is already satisfied. Therefore, if the weakest precondition of a rule is 
satisfied, then the rule would be executed “sometime”. Let INIT be the predicate that 
represents the proper initial state – that is, E is active to produce data at the inp and the inp is 
empty. 

( . ) ( .empty _ )iINIT in E active in CC inp= ∧       (9) 
The INIT specifies the weakest precondition of a transition rule. Therefore, we can write 
following expression. 

( .put _ ) ( . )INIT in E inp in CC rtr⊃ ∧       (10) 
The equation 10 represents weakest precondition of a transition rule, which would be fired 
“sometime” establishing its post condition. Similarly, looking at the other transition rules, we 
observe that the post condition of every transition rule contains the precondition of a 
transition rule, which would subsequently be fired. Therefore, we can represent this fact as 
following expression. 

.......... ( .get _ )INIT in U out⊃ ⊃        (11) 
The equation 11 is a predicate logic expression. It can be expressed as following temporal 
logic expression. The operators ⊃, □, →, and ⇝ have their usual meanings “implication”, 
“always”, “eventually”, and “leads to” respectively. The dual ◊ to the operator □ is defined 
by  
◊A ≡ ¬□ ¬A. Since □ ¬A asserts that A will never become true, we can read ◊ as “not 
never”. 

( .get _ )INIT in U out⊃→        (12) 
Now, we would use the following temporal logic equalities given in [40–46]. 
A  ⊃→  B   ≡  A ⇝ B  and  A ⇝ B  ≡  □ (A  ⇒  ◊ B) 
The equation 12 can be expressed as follows. 
INIT  ⇝        (13) ( .get _ ))in U out
□ (INIT  ⇒   ◊ ( (        (14) .get _ ))in U out
The equation 14 specifies that for any time at which a datum is produced at the network, the 
user then or at some later time would receive it. 
L2: L2 will be true if an input transition with the datum infinitely often occurs on inp [27, 39]. 
It can be false only when (i) there is single user in the network or (ii) if there is more than one 
user then no user wants to talk; which are never the case. In all other situations E would be 
ready to execute input transition, on inp, again and again. Hence, infinitely often datum would 
be produced on the inp. This is the reason behind our assumption, in the beginning, about the 
presence of an active process E that is ready to produce datum at the network. It suffices for 
the proof of the property L2. 
 

6.1.3 The Scope for designing Proof Assistant 
Although the strength of our modeling approach is simplicity, accuracy has not been 
compromised for the sake of simplicity. Nevertheless, our approach needs careful human 
effort. However, in our logic, the correctness is ensured by proving assertions, which are 
formulas in the predicate logic. These formulas must be embedded into the system during its 
design phase. Dijkstra [14] also mentioned this in connection with the loop invariants. The 
proof of these formulas requires standard predicate logic rules and also the transition rules of 
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the system in question. Since we propose to specify a system by its transition rules, this 
formalization is available to us. Therefore, it should be possible to develop a rule-based 
system to evaluate the correctness of the assertions. One can also think of a proof system that 
may be intelligent enough to consult with the user and update its rule base. However, in order 
to limit the present exposition, we did not try that. 
 
7   Conclusion 
 
In the split precondition approach one specifies the protocol by describing a set of states and 
all transitions between the states that are allowed to occur. One of the advantages of the 
approach is that specifications can be written in friendly, familiar notations such as state-
transition diagrams. The style of specification appears to be classical; the assigned meaning is 
new. The co-operation requirements have already been included, in the wp, in our approach. 
Hence, the separate proof of co-operation, as required in [20], is not necessary here. 
Therefore, our proof is simple and preferable being conceptually straightforward [47]. 

The handover protocol is an infinite state mobile system. In spite of this, our approach 
could translate it into the finite state non-mobile abstractions of inter-process communication. 
In order to be able to verify safety and liveness properties we introduced two additional 
processes, environment (E) that produces data on the inp and a user (U) that consumes the 
data on the out. The protocol has been specified as a composition of processes. The goal of 
the work was to examine the suitability of the approach, which is a variant of wp-logic, for 
specifying mobility using state based, shared variable concept. The idea of using shared 
variable to specify communication channel between two processes is similar to [27] where 
authors have specified non-deterministic action by several rules with the same guard and all 
rules of the system have been assumed to be weakly fair. However, in our approach such type 
of assumption is not needed, because the non-deterministic actions have been specified by 
several rules with mutually exclusive guards. 

Rather than giving an abstract discussion about the approach, we have chosen to 
manifest its strength through specification and verification of the simple handover protocol 
involving all the steps required in a complete process, because some times good examples are 
more instructive than formal theories. The next step could be the discussion, in more 
generality, on specification and verification of more realistic ones. We believe that the 
semantic and syntactic constructs of the SPL have sufficient expressive power to model 
modern-age complex communication protocols. Moreover, the SPL uses logical reasoning, 
which is still the only way to prove correctness in the case of larger systems [48]. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

Transition Rules 
The transition rules have not been categorized, under the name of the processes, as in the section 
2.1.3. They have been shown interleaved for better understanding of the process of execution. 
However, the names of the transition rules bear their process names hence it can be easily identified 
to which process a particular transition rule belongs. The processes have more than one transition 
rules; therefore, the transition rules have been numbered also. 
% Start of the communication % 

;1. of end
).(),1.(

)empty_.(),1.(
)_put.().(

::1.

rCC
activeEinQrCCwcr

inpCCinQrCCwsp
inpEinrtrCCinQ

rCC

i=
=
∧=

 

. 2 ::
( .get _ ) ( .

( . 2, ) ( . )
( . 2, ) ( .put _ )

end of . 2;

i

CC r
Q in CC inp in E active
wsp CC r Q in CC rtr
wcr CC r Q in E inp

CC r

= ∧

=
=

)

)

)i

 

;1. of end
)get_.(),1.(

)empty_.(),1.(
)_put.().(

::1.

rBS
inpCCinQrBSwcr

fBSinQrBSwsp
fCCinrtrBSinQ

rBS

ii

ii

=
=
∧=

 

. 2 ::
( .get _ ) ( .empty _

( . 2, ) ( . )
( . 2, ) ( .put _ )

end of . 2;

i i

i

i

BS r
Q in BS f in CC inp
wsp BS r Q in BS rtr
wcr BS r Q in CC f

BS r

= ∧

=
=

 

;1. of end
)get_.(),1.(

)_empty.(),1.(
)_put.().(

::1.

rMS
fBSinQrMSwcr

mMSinQrMSwsp
mBSinrtrMSinQ

rMS

ii

i

ii

=
=
∧=

 

. 2 ::
( .get _ ) ( .empty _

( . 2, ) ( . )
( . 2, ) ( .put_ )

end of . 2;

i i

i i

MS r
Q in MS m in BS f
wsp MS r Q in MS rtr
wcr MS r Q in BS m

MS r

= ∧

=
=

 

;1. of end
)_get.(),1.(
)empty_.(),1.(
)_put.().(

::1.

rU
mMSinQrUwcr
outUinQrUwsp
outMSinrtrUinQ

rU

i=
=
∧=

 

. 2 ::
( .get _ ) ( .empty _ )

( . 2, ) ( . )
( . 2, ) ( .put_ )

end of . 2;

i

U r
Q in U out in MS m
wsp U r Q in U rtr
wcr U r Q in MS out

U r

= ∧

=
=
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. 3 ::
( . 3, ( .empty_ )) ( .get_ )
( . 3, ( .empty_ ))

end of . 3;

U r
wsp U r in U out in U out
wcr U r in U out true

U r

=
=

 
% Start of the handover % 

;1. of end
))_.(,1.(

).())_.(,1.(
::1.

rHC
truehoneedHCinrHCwcr

idleHCinhoneedHCinrHCwsp
rHC

=
=

. 2 ::
( . _ ) ( . )

( . 2, ) ( . _ )
( . 2, ) ( . )

end of . 2;

i

i

HC r
Q in HC ho cmd in E passive
wsp HC r Q in HC need ho
wcr HC r Q in E active

HC r

= ∧

=
=

 

. 3 ::
( . ) ( .put _ )

( . 3, ) ( .empty_ )
( . 3, ) ( . _ )

end of . 3;

CC r
Q in CC rtr in HC l
wsp CC r Q in CC l
wcr CC r Q in HC ho cmd

CC r

= ∧
=
=

 

. 4 ::
( . _ ) ( .empty _

( . 4, ) ( . )
( . 4, ) ( .put _ )

end of . 4;

CC r
Q in CC ho cmd in HC l
wsp CC r Q in CC rtr
wcr CC r Q in HC l

CC r

= ∧
=
=

. 3 ::
( . ) ( .put _ )

( . 3, ) ( .empty _ )
( . 3, ) ( . _ )

end of . 3;

i i

i i

BS r
Q in BS rtr in CC f
wsp BS r Q in BS f
wcr BS r Q in CC ho cmd

BS r

= ∧

=
=

)

)

)

)

)

)

 

. 4 ::
( . _ ) ( .empty _

( . 4, ) ( . )
( . 4, ) ( .put _ )

end of . 4;

i

i

i

BS r
Q in BS ho cmd in CC l
wsp BS r Q in BS rtr
wcr BS r Q in CC f

BS r

= ∧

=
=

. 3 ::
( . _ ) ( .empty _

( . 3, ) ( .empty _ )
( . 3, ) ( . _ )

end of . 3;

i i

i

i

MS r
Q in MS ho cmd in BS f
wsp MS r Q in MS m
wcr MS r Q in BS ho cmd

MS r

= ∧

=
=

 

ˆ ˆ1

2

1 2

ˆ1

2

ˆ

1 1

1

. 4 ::
( .put _ ) ( . )
( .put _ ) ( . )

( . _ ) ( . )
( . _ )
( .empty _ ) ( .

( . 4, ) ( )
( ( , ( .

i i

i i

i

i i i

MS r
Q in MS m in BS active
Q in MS m in BS rtr
R Q Q
B in MS ho cmd in BS passive
B in MS ho cmd

in BS f in BS passive
wp MS r R B B
B wr select in MS r

= ∧

= ∧
= ∨
= ∧

=
∧ ∧¬

= ∨ ∧
⇒ 1

2 2
1

1 1
2

2 2

4. )))
( ( , ( . 4. )))

( ( . 4. ) ( . 4 , )))

( ( . 4. ) ( . 4 , )))
end of . 4;

s
B wr select in MS r s

in MS r s wp MS r Q

in MS r s wp MS r Q
MS r

∧
⇒ ∧

⇒ ∧

⇒

 

ˆ ˆ1

2

1 2

ˆ ˆ1

2

1 1

1 1

2

. 5 ::
( . _ ) ( .empty _ )
( . _ ) ( .empty _

( . ) ( .put _ )
( . ) ( .put _ )

( . 5, ) ( )
( ( , ( . 5. )))
( (

i i

i i

i i

i i

BS r
Q in BS ho acc in MS m
Q in BS ho fail in MS m
R Q Q
B in BS active in MS m
B in BS rtr in MS m
wp BS r R B B
B wr select in BS r s
B wr

= ∧

= ∧
= ∨
= ∧

= ∧
= ∨ ∧

⇒ ∧
⇒ 2

1
1 1

2
2 2

, ( . 5. )))

( ( . 5. ) ( . 5 , )))

( ( . 5. ) ( . 5 , )))
end of . 5;

select in BS r s

in BS r s wp BS r Q

in BS r s wp BS r Q
BS r

∧

⇒ ∧

⇒

 

ˆ ˆ1

2

1 2

ˆ ˆ1

2

1 1

1 1

2

. 5 ::
( . ) ( .put _ )
( . ) ( .put _ )

( .empty _ ) ( . _ )
( .empty _ ) ( . _

( . 5, ) ( )
( ( , ( . 5. )))
( (

i i

i i

i i

i i

CC r
Q in CC rtr in BS f
Q in CC rtr in BS f
R Q Q
B in CC f in BS ho acc
B in CC f in BS ho fail
wp CC r R B B
B wr select in CC r s
B wr sel

= ∧

= ∧
= ∨
= ∧

= ∧
= ∨ ∧

⇒ ∧
⇒ 2

1
1 1

2
2 2

, ( . 5. )))

( ( . 5. ) ( . 5 , )))

( ( . 5. ) ( . 5 , )))
end of . 5;

ect in CC r s

in CC r s wp CC r Q

in CC r s wp CC r Q
CC r

∧

⇒ ∧

⇒
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ˆ ˆ1

2

1 2

ˆ ˆ1

2

1 1

1 1

2

. 6 ::
( . _ ) ( .empty _
( . _ ) ( .empty _

( . ) ( .put _ )
( . ) ( .put _ )

( . 6, ) ( )
( ( , ( . 6. )))
( (

i i

i i

i i

i i

CC r
Q in CC ho com in BS f
Q in CC ho fail in BS f
R Q Q
B in CC rtr in BS f
B in CC rtr in BS f
wp CC r R B B
B wr select in CC r s
B wr sel

= ∧

= ∧
= ∨
= ∧

= ∧
= ∨ ∧

⇒ ∧
⇒ 2

1
1 1

2
2 2

, ( . 6. )))

( ( . 6. ) ( . 6 , )))

( ( . 6. ) ( . 6 , )))
end of . 6;

ect in CC r s

in CC r s wp CC r Q

in CC r s wp CC r Q
CC r

∧

⇒ ∧

⇒

)
)

)

)

)

i

i

)

)

 

1

2

1 2

1

2

1 1

1 1

2

. 3 ::
( . _ ) ( .empty _ )
( . _ ) ( .empty _

( .empty_ ) ( . _ )
( .empty_ ) ( . _ )

( . 3, ) ( )
( ( , ( . 3. )))
( (

HC r
Q in HC ho com in CC l
Q in HC ho fail in CC l
R Q Q
B in HC l in CC ho com
B in HC l in CC ho fail
wp HC r R B B
B wr select in HC r s
B wr sele

= ∧
= ∧
= ∨
= ∧
= ∧

= ∨ ∧
⇒ ∧
⇒ 2

1
1 1

2
2 2

, ( . 3. )))

( ( . 3. ) ( . 3 , )))

( ( . 3. ) ( . 3 , )))
end of . 3;

ct in HC r s

in HC r s wp HC r Q

in HC r s wp HC r Q
HC r

∧

⇒ ∧

⇒

 

. 4 ::
( . ) ( . )

( . 4, ) ( . _
( . 4, ) ( . )

end of . 4;

i

i

HC r
Q in HC idle in E active
wsp HC r Q in HC ho fail
wcr HC r Q in E passive

HC r

= ∧

=
=

 

. 6 ::
( . ) ( .put_ )

( . 6, ) ( .empty _ )
( . 6, ) ( . _ )

end of . 6;

BS r
Q in CC rtr in HC l
wsp BS r Q in CC l
wcr BS r Q in HC ho com

BS r

= ∧
=
=

 

. 7 ::
( . _ ) ( .empty_

( . 7, ) ( . )
( . 7, ) ( .put _ )

end of . 7;

i

BS r
Q in CC relch m in HC l
wsp BS r Q in CC rtr
wcr BS r Q in HC l

BS r

= ∧

=
=

 

. 8 ::
( . ) ( .put _ )

( . 8, ) ( .empty _ )
( . 8, ) ( . _ )

end of . 8;

i i

i i

i

BS r
Q in BS rtr in CC f
wsp BS r Q in BS f
wcr BS r Q in CC relch m

BS r

= ∧

=
=

 

. 9 ::
( . _ ) ( .empty _ )

( . 9, ) ( . )
( . 9, ) ( .put _ )

end of . 9;

i i

i

i

BS r
Q in BS relch m in CC f
wsp BS r Q in BS rtr
wcr BS r Q in CC f

BS r

= ∧

=
=

 

. 10 ::
( . 10, ( . _ )) ( . _ )
( . 10, ( . _ ))

end of . 10;

i i i

i i

BS r
wsp BS r in BS free m in BS relch m
wcr BS r in BS free m true

BS r

=
=

. 7 ::
( . ) ( .put_ )

( . 7, ) ( .empty_ )
( . 7, ) ( . _ )

end of . 7;

i i

i

i i

CC r
Q in CC rtr in BS f
wsp CC r Q in CC f
wcr CC r Q in BS free m

CC r

= ∧

=
=

 

. 8 ::
( . _ ) ( . )

( . 8, ) ( . )
( . 8, ) ( .put_ )

end of . 8;

i i

i i

CC r
Q in CC free m in BS passive
wsp CC r Q in CC rtr
wcr CC r Q in BS f

CC r

= ∧

=
=

 

. 5 ::
( . _ ) ( .empty _

( . 5, ) ( .empty_ )
( . 5, ) ( . _ )

end of . 5;

i

i

HC r
Q in HC free m in CC inp
wsp HC r Q in HC l
wcr HC r Q in CC free m

HC r

= ∧

=
=

 

ˆ

. 6 ::
( . ) ( . )

( . 6, ) ( . _
( . 6, ) ( . )

end of . 6;

i

i

i

HC r
Q in HC idle in E active
wsp HC r Q in HC free m
wcr HC r Q in E passive

HC r

= ∧

=
=

 

% End of the handover % 
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